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Election	extraordinaire!
TurkiyeRaporu	September	2022	Poll

Political	Highlights	of	the	Week

Social	 Housing:	 President	 Erdoğan	 announced	 the	 details	 of	 the
project,	which	he	described	as	the	most	comprehensive	social	housing
campaign	 in	 the	 history	 of	 the	 Republic.	 According	 to	 the	 project,	 a
total	of	500	thousand	houses	will	be	built,	250	thousand	of	which	will
be	 completed	 within	 two	 years.	 There	 are	many	 doubtful	 about
the	 feasibility	 of	 the	 project	 but	 it	 is	 indeed	 a	 sign	 that
campaigning	has	begun.
	
MİR	suspended:	İş	Bank	and	Deniz	Bank	announced	they	suspended
the	 use	 of	 Russian	 payment	 system	 following	 the	 warning	 of	 US
treasury.
	
Trouble	at	table	of	six:	The	statements	made	by	representatives	of
the	table	of	six	parties	put	their	leaders	at	tight	spots	as	the	alliance	is
yet	to	decide	its	presidential	candidate.	Kılıçdaroğlu	and	Akşener	later
calmed	 the	waters	 with	 their	 statements.	 The	 table	 of	 six	 will	meet
next	on	October	2nd.
	

Issue	in	focus:	Issues	and	tactics:	What
the	election	campaign	(probably)	be
about?

For	international	pundits,	election	watchers	and	analysts	outlining	the
electoral	agenda	is	crucial.	They	tend	to	make	a	list	of	issues	that	will
probably	dominate	the	campaign	period	and	determine	 in	a	complex



manner	the	voting	preference	of	voters.	The	jury	is	still	out	on	which
comes	 first.	 The	 determinant	 issues	 are	 rather	 standart	 in	 electoral
democracies;	 the	 challenge	 is	 to	 factor	 in	 the	 time	 and	 space	 and
decide	 their	 position	 on	 the	 list.	 They	 also	 search	 for	 attempts	 of
candidates	in	agenda	setting,	framing	and	priming.	Upcoming	Turkish
elections	is	a	challenging	and	yet	very	exciting	case	for	such	analysis.
	
While	 the	 candidates	 except	 for	 incumbent	 President	 Recep	 Tayyip
Erdoğan	 are	 still	 unknown,	 the	 issues	 are	 becoming	 clearer
through	surveys.	This	seems	a	good	moment	to	place	a	marker	on
what	these	issues	are	at	the	end	of	summer	and	beginning	of	fall,	 in
order	 to	 track	 the	changes	and	 their	 relative	weights	 in	determining
the	voting	decisions.	
	
The	 first	 and	 obvious	 issue	 is	 economy.	 Turkish	 economy’s	 nose
bleed	dive	and	constant	pour	of	negative	economic	indicators
dominates	the	public	agenda.	This	is	unlike	2008	crisis	where
while	the	global	indicators	where	negative	but	Turkish	public
did	not	feel	the	everyday	impact	as	they	do	now.	Shrinkflation,
the	 debt	 spiral,	 difficulties	 in	making	 the	 ends	meet	 are	 issues	 that
majority	 of	 the	 public	 constantly	 complain	 about.	 The	 future
perspectives	are	also	dim,	both	for	individual	and	country	evaluations.
People	 do	 not	 see	 things	 improving	 economically	 neither	 for
themselves	 nor	 the	 country	 in	 near	 future.	 The	 only	 exceptions
appear	 from	 the	 loyal	 voters	 of	 the	 governing	 AK	 Party	 and
the	President,	where	they	tend	to	be	slightly	more	positive	in
their	evaluations,	both	current	and	prospective.	
	
However,	economy	 is	not	 the	sole	determinant	and	the	elections	are
not	a	mere	performance	evaluation.	Identity	issues	are	also	playing	a
major	role.	The	clearer	indication	is	of	those	who	state	that	they	would
never	 vote	 for	 President	 Erdoğan.	 They	 are	 in	 slight	majority	 of	 the
public,	 poll	 after	 poll.	On	 the	 other	 side,	 you	would	 find	 those
who	seems	to	be	unwilling	to	vote	for	anybody	but	President
Erdoğan;	 no	 matter	 what	 the	 economic	 indicators	 tell.	 This
issue	 goes	 in	 line	 with	 which	 tactics	 of	 the	 past	 elections	 will	 be
revived	and	which	tactics	will	be	added	to	the	already	thick	playbook
of	the	experienced	President.	In	a	situation	when	your	first	base,	your
most	loyal	supporters	are	solid	and	settled	over	time;	and	your	fourth
base,	your	 loyal	opponents	declare	 their	determination	 to	not	move,
your	options	are	rather	clear.	
	
Demonization	of	the	opponent	was	one	of	the	most	dominant	electoral
discourse	 and	 campaign	 tactic	 during	 the	 last	 municipal	 elections.
There	were	all	sorts	of	name	calling	for	the	opposition	alliance,	millet
ittifaki	 as	 well	 as	 a	 deliberate	 misinformation	 campaign	 linking	 all
opposition	to	the	terrorist	and	violent	groups.	This	approach	remains
intact.	The	governing	coalition	are	already	forming	their	narrative	on
two	 issues;	 one,	 the	 opposition	 cannot	 govern	 and	 can’t	 be	 trusted
and	things	will	go	terribly	wrong	if	the	President	is	replaced.	Two,	the
opposition	 is	 neither	 nationalist	 nor	 local	 enough	 and	 they	will	work
against	national	 interests,	 in	coalition	with	 terrorists,	 separatists	and
all	 those	 foreign	 powers	 who	 is	 afraid	 of	 Turkey.	 People	 in	 very
different	roles	in	their	relation	with	the	governing	coalition	have	been
steadily	building	and	using	these	two	narratives	and	it	seems	to	gain
paste.	 One	 very	 telling	 and	 to	 a	 degree	 absurd	 example	 was	 the
members	of	a	local	youth	branch	of	the	AK	Party	streaming	live	from	a
bus	accident	in	Istanbul.	The	AK	Party	never	seemed	to	recover	from
the	loss	of	Istanbul	Metropolitan	Municipality	after	two	decades	of	rule



and	they	seem	to	be	determined	to	make	an	example	of	Istanbul	that
without	them	in	charge,	it	simply	can’t	work.	The	youth	branch	people
streaming	 live	 from	 the	 accident	 site	 were	 displaying	manners	 of	 a
major	catastrophe,	going	as	far	as	claiming	“thousands	of	injured	and
countless	deaths”	were	on	the	site.	All	indicators	point	out	that	this	is
only	a	small	sample	of	what	is	yet	to	come.		
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